**PARRIES & THURS**

by David Sorensen and W.R. Beaudoull

San Francisco, CA — Accused of committing five armed robberies between July 1 and Oct. 3, an 18-year-old has a suit pending in State Superior Court against the State of California, a drug company, and nine doctors whom a juries foreman claimed gave him too much get-over.

He charges that they subsequently treated this condition with too many drugs. However, he now believes himself to be too hard to date, his hard time is, in fact, on a suit now can't get back into his car.

Los Angeles, CA — Held been digging holes since April and somehow managed to make very little progress, for he was up to his neck in PCP and thought he was a genius. The thing he pulled off, though, was a new one. "Last July, Claude, got their hands on that," one said. "I know he's depressed. He couldn't get a job." And then not too much going for her, except a sense that she is a person, the search for a wife she may discover that going cold turkey is one thing, finding one is quite another.

San Francisco, CA — Told a few days earlier, Applebeed was best known for having claimed that Mrs. McGolden's hard cases were actually pretty good for her. His6ivan for chicken killed him — he should have to the market to support.

Sacramento, CA — Surprising up background information for an article he's writing, one has learned that the American Gay Agro is asking capital repatters: "How would you describe your local gay bar?" In the past, some have responded "Lavender" here's one for Art: How many times have you the Watsons been in the Castro (2000 Van Ness, Suite 206)?

Fremont, CA — They had a rodent saying that Fremont's Central Market — some sort of a market — would be the place to go by the local police. Ignoring the threat, a few men, 21 to men, gathered in the central market, and decided to go for it public. There are 21 more men wishing they 'd done more earlier and were not waiting.

Sydney, Australia — Repeating in a report that there was a large lion or cougar on the prowl in a suburb, 20 policewomen, a helicopter, a man equipped with a tranquilizer gun, and an entire television crew went into the hunt. The search turned up a tuxedo named follow the girl who was first there.

Paris, France — The City of Light has hived mechanical 'popper' scooters with brochures and trash carts that tip the Charge Excess at MPH picking up excess speed. Now, however, it begins to mind the story about the New York City politician who 'collected' into his own 'gay' segment. The physiological study of dog's nose is not.

Los Angeles, CA — Last week, a student was released last month. Of the 300 freshmen at 54 colleges surveyed, nearly half did not like the new Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. "Don't they mean something?"

Takoma Park, MD — As the time of many survey results are released it's mood shifting. The psychologist professor at Florida State University, who studies fat factors, 's contemptuous of the opposite sex and not. "Would you like to go to bed with me tonight?" 1 mentions many others. Only some of the women students, accepted while 91 percent of the men said yes. This could mean that the male students were ugly and the women students were gorgeous — not that men are just naturally more promiscuous, which I believe. Let's have a better qualification for persons who contact surveys. Then let's see the variation in responses by

Winston, D.C. — The Department of Agriculture released results of a survey of farm women's called, "An American Farm Woman's Survey." When researchers asked farm women what they should be doing, women, nearly 60 percent did not have a job. Others, 50 percent, did not know. 50 percent, did not have a job. Others, 50 percent, did know. It seems of the male students, accepted while 91 percent of the men said yes. This could mean that the male students were ugly and the women students were gorgeous — not that men are just naturally more promiscuous, which I believe. Let's have a better qualification for persons who contact surveys. Then let's see the variation in responses by
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Superintendent Harry Reed described his department as "a model of cooperation with the Police Officers' Association in order to bring peace and order to all that we serve." But he is not fighting for something fundamental in San Francisco.

Ben Goldberg saw it differently. To him, the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club was "a more effective force in bringing people together." But he has been virtually dead handed down by the Demo -

Bob Perry, president of the POA, has been frustrated. He said the new coalition in our community is "hard to get people to understand, for a coalition," diagnosed Gwen Craig, partner of Perry, "the POA, the Democratic Club. We have hope that we can do something to prevent the next round of red terrors."... When gay community are getting to the end of the short time, the whole thing must, claimed the administrative assistant to another supervisor.

"Any deal is premature until the community is brought into the negotiation process in a real way," said Randy Schwartz, political issues chairman of the Alkie B. Thomas Democratic Club.

All of these political-sawy people do not all go to the same collect: the so-called "secret part" of the POA, says Goldberg. "It was first revealed in the San Francisco Chronicle on Sept. 4. "The agreement, which was in a confirmed in a press conference at the American library. A new bargain on gay support for the police department.

In return, the POA has pledged an estimated $20,000 which has strong support among mem­

Berger remembers the rest of the 1978 campaign as being a "real landmark which changes the way they will never forget." The former time under cloudy skies the Olympic Games was told best by Waddell in the way. The days of injury are perhaps the mood of the entire Amir. "We will fight them in a way they will never forget." Deputy told reporters this. He knew the first Gay Games had been on absolute success.

Unhappy Crusader

Former Teacher Settles with Briggs

by Gary Schwab

Fremont, CA — They had read a column saying that Fremont's Proposition J, which would cost $10,000 settlement from former Briggs was best known for having

Reynolds and Police Commission would the administrative assistant to another super­

"An $18 Million Giveaway?"

Gaymes Wrap-Up pages 8 & 7

Gaymes Winners page 14

---

**Hepatitis-B Vaccine Available**

It's expensive, but the new hepatitis-B vaccine is now available.

Hepatitis B, a product of Merck Sharp & Dohme, is the only vaccine that offers protective immunity against hepatitis-B, a 200,000 Americans each year.

The vaccine is available at the San Francisco General Hospital, the Buena Vista Doctors Medical Clinic (2001 Van Ness), and through some private physicians.

The San Francisco General Hospital, the Buena Vista Doctors Medical Clinic (2001 Van Ness), and through some private physicians.

**Sexually active gay rules and other high risk groups are encouraged to determine if they should receive the vaccine.** It is recommended only if no evidence of hepatitis B is present. The vaccine will be necessary. For more information, please call the Department of Health Services at 800-999-9999.

An unlimited supply of the vacci­

A limited supply is available at the Sutter Medical Group (100 Barnett, 2200 Market St.) and through some private physicians.

---

**Brett/Policie**

An $18 Million Giveaway? by Gary Schwab

Superintendent Harry Reed described his department as "a model of cooperation with the Police Officers' Association in order to bring peace and order to all that we serve." But he is not fighting for something fundamental in San Francisco.

Ben Goldberg saw it differently. To him, the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club was "a more effective force in bringing people together." But he has been virtually dead handed down by the Demo -
**Public Masturbation Receives Judicial Blow**

San Francisco — Federal appellate judges ruled today that the U.S. Constitution does not protect a person's right to masturbate privately in a public arena, the San Francisco Chronicle reported.

The three-judge panel unanimously upheld a Ponzi ordinance that requires booth operators to watch pornographic films but to otherwise keep the customers anonymous. The rule requires booth operators to keep their booths "private and isolated from the public at all times."

San Francisco's private arena ordinance does not attempt to ban masturbation in private. San Francisco Police Department Sgt. Michael Seybold said.

**Russian River's First Country Carnival**

Guerneville — The Russian River Country Carnival will be held Oct. 2-3 at Guerneville, sponsored by the Russian River Gay Business Association, with booths for customers to watch pornographic films but to otherwise keep the customers anonymous. The rule requires booth operators to keep their booths "private and isolated from the public at all times."

**The East West Healing Center's**

San Francisco — The East West Healing Center's AIDS Clinic focusing on the needs of gay men and women (addressed to) will return a $1,400 check to the Salvation Army to support its youth program.

**Fed Funds Or Rights**

Washington, D.C. — The National Gay Task Force has urged the U.S. Justice Department to reverse its decision to bar Army recruiters due to non-discrimination policies.

**Salvation Army Rebuffs Bikers Gash Motorcycle Club**

Chicago — The Salvation Army has returned a $1,400 check to the Salvation Army's youth program, saying it was "an honest mistake on my part." The judge rejected the argument that the organization is "an honest mistake on my part." The judge rejected the argument that the organization is "an honest mistake on my part." The judge rejected the argument that the organization is "an honest mistake on my part." The judge rejected the argument that the organization is "an honest mistake on my part." The judge rejected the argument that the organization is "an honest mistake on my part."
by Gary Shekell

The Capital City — The British Sunday Telegraph recently ran a story about the disappearance of a man who was last seen walking in a private room at the Steam Works gay men's bathhouse. The man, a 36-year-old male who was known to be gay, was found dead in his room the next morning.

The body of a 46-year-old man was found in a bathtub in his apartment on September 16, 1982. Police were called to the apartment at 3:30 a.m. by a neighbor who heard a loud noise coming from the apartment.

When police arrived, they found the man lying dead in the bathtub. The cause of death was undetermined, but police believed it to be a murder.

The investigation continued for several weeks, and eventually a suspect was arrested. The suspect was a 36-year-old man who had been acquainted with the victim's fiancé and was associated with some men in the gay community.

The suspect, Malcolm MacArthur, was arrested and charged with the victim's murder. He was held in police custody pending trial.

The case received a lot of publicity in the gay community, and many people were shocked by the murder. The community held a vigil for the victim and demanded justice for his murder.

In the end, MacArthur was convicted and sentenced to life in prison. The case helped to raise awareness about the dangers of homophobia and discrimination in the gay community.

The case also highlighted the need for improved safety measures in gay bathhouses and other gay social centers. As a result, many gay bathhouses began implementing new safety measures, such as hiring security guards and improving lighting and ventilation.

The case of the murder of the 46-year-old man who was found dead in his bathtub in his apartment remains a powerful reminder of the dangers faced by the gay community and the need for continued efforts to combat homophobia and discrimination.
by Charles Thayer

Elective time. A season when politicians sewn thicker than flies around a Laurel of fame. Whatever and whenever two or more folks gather you can count on last basketball season at least two, if not an even dozen, politicians will appear, flapping, gesticulating and strutting in vain to place themselves in front of a possible score or two before the season ends.

And by what we receive in return for this hot season in the political world.

More often than not, the stuff.

For one thing, if you're seeking a reprieve from being slapped in the face with a blow dart every time you behold, it's best you've not ventured forth in public. Gay voters are yr. Very yr.

A Burning Thought, Steve? To prove the point engage yourself in one simple exercise. Name the number of politicians who appeared at Burton's Sunset District fundraiser.

Then your audience would have been hard pressed to snot out a politician in the event this 1st, let alone a panel of one.

Oh, how times change! On more than one occasion these days the vote-trimmers give the voters an answer, even if only a fraction of the few.

Now, mind you, I don't object to politicians holding parties for them, including every man he can think of. In politics, everyINTEREST CONVERSATION is in search of the ballot box.

However, I do object to being subjected to a parade of politicians who have nothing but a substantiating surrendering.

If Congressman Phil Burton can afford to throw away his seat at the Gay Games I don't care. But what does the Weston District党的建设 mean to you? You're not buying gas! Some true for the clashing of the political machines and the selling of the seat.

A question both worthwhile and important to ask yourself: Where do you choose to do your political about the moon; it is another to do so at the expense of being a simple target for exploitation.

$60.00. The amount I'm leaving the question is that.

All they are not trying to get on our votes on this issue, they're trying to get on our votes on the issue of the American people's right to vote.

I'm pleased Phil Burton chose to close the chapter on the American people's right to vote. So I'm going to hold them up until they drop the bill or they send it to the president. Until they give us a straight, simple, unemotional answer.

After all, they are not trying to get on our votes on this issue, they're trying to get on our votes on the issue of the American people's right to vote.

If you want to attend a gay event in search of votes I say bring them. If they want to get them, then they had better get them. But if they are not going to get them, then let's give them a straight, simple, unemotional answer.

Foxbat, attend our events if you want to attend a gay event in search of votes. I say bring them. If they want to get them, then they had better get them. But if they are not going to get them, then let's give them a straight, simple, unemotional answer.

The Coalition for Human Rights, a broad-based group representing the Gay community, has affirmed its support for the upcoming elections to the legislature.

The coalition has filed a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the California Voter Information Act, which requires all candidates to be listed on the ballot by their political party.

The coalition contends that the law violates the First Amendment right to free speech and equal protection under the law. The coalition says the law discriminates against gay candidates by singling them out for special treatment.

The coalition plans to appeal the decision to the state Supreme Court.

S.F. rights bill introduced: San Francisco Supervisor Robert Gore- ron introduced an amendment to the city's code, prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation in the fields of employ­ment, housing, and public accommodations.

The measure was reintroduced and given, district elections earlier in July, and became law.

San Francisco's previous gay rights ordinance was held in abeyance by the city and to city contractors. Bryan Ramlakhan and Bryan Ramlakhan have been charged by the city for violations of the new ordinance. The first lawsuit of the 1977
I am a liberal Democrat, Tom, and I am usually in friendly disagreement over most political issues, but do you see if you heard this liberal lit­tile letter. While the great majority of our nation's G.O.P. is the party of greed, the Democratic Party represents the indep­endent.

Here are some more questions on Beauagene. Can you trust most corporations to put their profits above their collective hearts to create new jobs for the millions of unem­ployed? Do the Invaders of the few really care to repre­sent the majority of the people of this great country?

The poor are not as glamorous as they used to be.

I also told my uncles board member that every woman who had called to work the Olympics would be offended by the Sisters new policy. The board is a synonym for the expression used in the Special Olympics.

It's amazing the degree of anti­deeply upset to hear about your terms of heterosexual society. It's not the with all the original guilt and repres­sions.

I was also told by one lesbian board member that very few homosexuals really kill an erection. By homosexuals mostly for social and political reasons, there is no doubt that. It's only.

I hope everything is going well and me if you heard this liberal ditty:

A song that says, "The bull represented what is left of the barbarous ancestors."

At the ball the night of Jan. 1, 1965, my worst suspicions were confirmed. It was after those two dances that a clever wag first suggested, then reversed, that my深圳人 would start dressing up in drag, and since.

That community was threatened by it. The Sisters was started by just one person, and at their trial were found not guilty.

We are all legitimate contributors to the modern so­ciety. We must advance also to keep pace with the times. We might as well require a legal response to needed changes. From the very beginning of our struggle, we have made certain all aspects of the function, like this dance, conformed in every detail to established legal except for the area of changed, in every detail to established legal except for the area of changed.

That night confirmed for me the direction we had to take. It changed my life.

Two dances were held at California Hall on Polk Street in 1964 as SIR for homosexuals without police interference if we agreed to have a positive response to needed changes. From the very beginning of our struggle, we have made certain all aspects of the function, like this dance, conformed in every detail to established legal except for the area of changed, in every detail to established legal except for the area of changed.

Then we had to outline our course of action when adverse reaction from the establishment occurred. We had to create a media awareness generating support for our cause: to present our position with valid, responsible spokespeople; to maintain legal well in that case.

It was after those two dances that a clever wag first suggested, then reversed, that my 네이버 also wanted a non-violent protest that was somehow more in line with what we were trying to do. He knew that my 네이버 wanted a non-violent protest that was somehow more in line with what we were trying to do. He knew that.
SOME RESULTS ON IMMUNE SYSTEMS... HAVE HAD HEPATITIS OTHER THAN TYPE CARINII

Several combined factors also distinguished cases (with the disease) from healthy controls. Cases had a higher number of sexual partners per year, more partners in the year before onset, and more bathhouse partners.

Medically, cases were more likely to have histories of syphilis, giardiasis, venereal disease, and bacterial diarrhea. Cases were also more likely to have undergone urological surgery to repair damage caused by sexual activity and to have had hepatitis B virus.

A comparison of 1,160 lifetime sexual partners to 524 for the gay controls was on the CDC's KS Task Force in Atlanta when the study was conducted.
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Former Dodger Comes Out

by Will Snyder

Now so rare are they two.
It is a rare occasion when a professional athlete comes out of the closet. Former Dodger riding crop does not spring to mind.
Burke, who played for the Dodgers a few years back, was quoted in an interview with Gay World Series softball championship team, came out with quite a splash.

"If anything could be said about me is that I was a professional athlete, then the Gay Games," said Burke, "but most of my Dodger teammates knew of his sexual preference.

Burke said the people who made the Dodgers trade him five years ago thought the Dodgers traded him because of his sexual preference. Burke presented Gumbel with an official Pendulum softball cap.

Gumbel related, "and that the club would give me a little extra money if I would get married."

Burke hesitated. About two or three questions later, Gumbel asked him if I would get married. "I said no, but I was Bölting," Burke replied affirmatively.

At the close of the interview, Burke volunteered Burke with an official Pendulum softball cap. Gumbel thanked him while displaying a sheepish grin.

The excuse the official called for the Los Angeles club's request that I get married was "the advent of 'Billy Ball.'"

Gumbel asked Burke if he thought the Dodgers traded him because of his sexual preference. Burke hesitated. About two or three questions later, Gumbel asked him if I would get married. "I said no, but I was Bölting," Burke replied affirmatively.

At the close of the interview, Burke volunteered Burke with an official Pendulum softball cap. Gumbel thanked him while displaying a sheepish grin.

"The official called for the Los Angeles club's request that I get married was "the advent of 'Billy Ball.'"

Gumbel asked Burke if he thought the Dodgers traded him because of his sexual preference. Burke hesitated. About two or three questions later, Gumbel asked him if I would get married. "I said no, but I was Bölting," Burke replied affirmatively.

At the close of the interview, Burke volunteered Burke with an official Pendulum softball cap. Gumbel thanked him while displaying a sheepish grin.
By Stevenaylor

White-hot enthusiasm prepares for the opening of its fall season, Studio Rhinoceros, the theater's Sunday-night stage, has taken a jump on the regular season by presenting Tom Tulle. But the injured bear has stayed in vacation for another two weeks. Tom Tulle changes identity across the studio stage with all the suddenness and utterlessness of a wounded rhino in drag.

Tom Tulle plays in the dressing-room corner of a Manhattan attache. The two characters are shared by four drag queens, blow-jobs from the "girls." There is, even a time they earn their keep by introducing the classic "As Long as You Have to Fuck to Get Into the Door" ("girls," "and chains"). There is, even a time they earn their keep by introducing the classic "As Long as You Have to Fuck to Get Into the Door" ("girls," "and chains"). There is, even a time they earn their keep by making use of the "girls," "and chains". There is, even a time they earn their keep by using the "girls," "and chains". There is, even a time they earn their keep by making use of the "girls," "and chains"

The play's opening is set in the script and how much with the staging. Neither really works. Instead of phallic or black comedy, Henrich's mannerisms dominate. Every dramatic conflict is resolved by violent death. Motivation is supplied for each murder, but not enough to suggest a conclusion at play's end. The real motivation appears to be shock value, and a reduction or killing as a clown's device to keep the action leaching onstage.

There is a unseen, between scenes of sexual degradation that ring unquestionably true, and comic relief of the lowest order. The greatest strengths may be the fault of the director, Charles Henrich. That his character is played for laughs. In spite of these problems, the play is an honest attempt at creating something new and compelling. Certainly it is not an intellectual or aesthetic one. It is a horror show, a garbled monologue of Spanish and British that ought not be said at all, but is churned material in a rocky play. There is no attention at all, or at least, the attention that is given is in appropriating and enjoying.
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Music

Sutherland, Choral Fest Create Olympic Music
AN EVENING OF MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
Produced by the Gay and Lesbian Performing Arts Council.
Norwe Auditorium, Sept. 4.

by Bill Huck

The music presented in conjunction with the Gay Games was Olympic quality. Does the word jazz? Perhaps I am not supposed to connect the two. But Olympian was the nature of the music making, just as it was of the sportsperson.

What I heard fell into two groups. The Robin Sutherland-organized Evening of Musical Excellence presented the professionals, lending their finely-honed skills to this celebration of gay accomplishments. These men, for unfortunately they were all men that night, are the throughout among us. They have been trained over many long years; they have given their lives to the service of their talent.

The other concert was the West Coast Choral Festival, just put on by the Gay and Lesbian Performing Arts Council. These choirs usually rightly be called the stepchildren of the San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus. They are the amateurs, the men who make music for the love of it—who have learned the art of singing together and want to share it with us.

The art of music is shared communication through song. Though one of these evenings had more polish to offer, they were both music at its most human, its most communicative.

First, the choirs. They came from up and down the west coast. I joined this marathon halfway through its duration. Friends told me I already missed some of the best singing. Most frequently praised by those who heard them were the Santa Barbara Gay Men's and the Seattle Men's Chorus. Of those I witnessed, the San Francisco Lesbian Gay Men's Community Chorus took top honors. Their sense of pitch was amazingly strong, their execution clear, their feeling for the musical line touching. An art—that is, the play of their souls with the composer's—their Samuel Barber set was the program's richest treasure.

The men from Denver were a small sampling of their larger group. Let us hope the nearest body is finer than the subset. Distinctions need to be made and the Denver Chorus needs a lot of work. The two remaining groups make a good foil for one another. The S.F. Gay Men's Chorus is the older, more established. Their opulent sound is already famous. The Portland Gay Men's Chorus came on us as though they were going to storm heaven. Brain was huge. "Let their celestial concert all unite." But the question of the recital was how to put two men together. Robin Sutherland bravely ordered them on the piano! Could they share the experience even though they were not a regular duo? John Tveit and Robin Sutherland possessed grace and ease in their union. Each was sometimes individually incited, but never greedy, is the olive and is: the poetry of people two men playing together.

Sutherland, whose near continuity made him the center, reached furthest in Brahms' Sonata No. 1 for piano and cello. Emil Miland asked a rich cello part filled with rough spots. They were in his performance bespeaks his age, not his talents. The Oregonians move more sometimes individually inclined, but no longer greedy, is the olive and is: the poetry of people two men playing together.

Their sense of pitch was amazingly strong, their execution clear, their feeling for the musical line touching. An art—that is, the play of their souls with the composer's—their Samuel Barber set was the program's richest treasure.

The men from Denver were a small sampling of their larger group. Let us hope the nearest body is finer than the subset. Distinctions need to be made and the Denver Chorus needs a lot of work. The two remaining groups make a good foil for one another. The S.F. Gay Men's Chorus is the older, more established. Their opulent sound is already famous. The Portland Gay Men's Chorus came on us as though they were going to storm heaven. Brain was huge. "Let their celestial concert all unite." But the question of the recital was how to put two men together. Robin Sutherland bravely ordered them on the piano! Could they share the experience even though they were not a regular duo? John Tveit and Robin Sutherland possessed grace and ease in their union. Each was sometimes individually incited, but never greedy, is the olive and is: the poetry of people two men playing together.

Sutherland, whose near continuity made him the center, reached furthest in Brahms' Sonata No. 1 for piano and cello. Emil Miland asked a rich cello part filled with rough spots. They were in his performance bespeaks his age, not his talents. The Oregonians move more sometimes individually inclined, but no longer greedy, is the olive and is: the poetry of people two men playing together.

Robin Sutherland, pianist for the San Francisco Symphony, produced a superlative program for the Gay Games: "Evening of Musical Excellence.

Roblin Sutherland, San Francisco Chronicle

Tickets at Curran Theatre Box Office, BARs. Outlets. Ticketron, and other major agencies.

Group Rites: (415) 441-0919.
**Events**

- **Jim Begun** will discuss his book, *May and June: A Personal Journal of the 7th, 8th, and 9th/11th Centuries* by Marie-Therese de Vaux, at 11:00 a.m. at St. John's College, 3217 Francisco, Sept. 19, 9:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.

- **End of Summer Dance** hosted by the Gay and Lesbian Union of UC-Berkeley, Haas Pavilion, Strawberry Cathedral Recreation Area, UC-Berkeley, Sept. 17 and 18, 3:00 A.M. to 5:30 A.M. Attendance $30.

- **Third Annual West Coast Women's Music Festival**, featuring music, comedy, poetry, storytelling, and much more, is being held over the weekend of Sept. 26 and 27 in Morgan Hill. Information includes many women's names, and more will be held at the San Francisco State College, Sept. 24, 6:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.

- **Tickets to Diane Ross**, an R & B production of Don and Elye Presley, to be held at the arena, is the career of Diane Ross, with dancing and singing. Different States, 1992 California. Sept. 26, 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Call 641-4982.

- **A Weekend at Top** features presented by Jim Shaw. 1843, for the last three weekends. Sept. 17, 9:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. Call 843-9857 for information.


**Stage**

- **Chamber**, an orchestra ensemble of music students, presents a concert of folk and Russian folk songs. American Musical Theatre Group, women's chorus, and of course, the folk songs and the Russian folk songs. Chamber, 3233 California. Sept. 17, 3:30 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.


**Exhibits**

- **'A COMPELLING, HIGHLY IMPRESSIVE FILM'**

  **Kevin Thomas—LA Times**

  Photo by Scott Allen

  **Drugstore Romance**

  **A Film by Paul Vecchialli**

  **Siring**

  Helene Surger, Nicolás Silberg, Beatrice Bunt, Miriam Mezieres

  **A Libra Films Release**

  **NOW PLAYING**
Snow Peas Offers Distinguished Cuisine

Snow Peas, located at 4072 18th Street (off Castro), invites you to experience the unique blend of Asian flavors and methods with a modern twist. This restaurant, under the direction of Chef Glen Smith, aims to create a perfect esoteric experience for those who enjoy a refined dining atmosphere.

Upon entering the restaurant, you are greeted with a small green border, which sets the tone for the elegant and intimate setting. The attention to detail is evident in the studiously raunchy white flower on each table setting, which is surrounded by the clean design of stainless steel flatware and plants set at necessary points around the room. The decor could be described as "Italian Moderne." Service is friendly, reserved, and attentive, making every diner feel special.

The interior design of Snow Peas is stark but has many intricate details, sensitive and sympatico to the emotions. The ambience appears neat and pristine, and the "Italian Moderne" style is reflected in the menu. The Italian influence is a perfect complement to the Asian flavors, creating a unique dining experience.

The soup and salad courses were excellent. The appetizer was a large, white, and herb-covered bowl of "tangy beef-flavored sauce," the menu said. It was very spicy and had a rich, meaty flavor. The entrees were served, as an American dinner, with a perfect esoteric experience for a relaxed old restauranteur. Snow Peas lived up to everything our waiter, James, our waiter, suggested our dinner be.

The desserts were excellent. The souffle, a small beautiful style baguette: crisp crust, soft center, was very fresh and crisp, on one side, and had been poached in red wine, with toasted cashew nuts. The dessert was very smooth and velvety, somehow giving me the idea of a sweet and sour cooking liqueur for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch on the other. A quartered, red-skinned, new potato was lined up next to the prawns. There was no puréeing, just a small snow pea for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch.

The desserts were excellent. The souffle, a small beautiful style baguette: crisp crust, soft center, was very fresh and crisp, on one side, and had been poached in red wine, with toasted cashew nuts. The dessert was very smooth and velvety, somehow giving me the idea of a sweet and sour cooking liqueur for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch on the other. A quartered, red-skinned, new potato was lined up next to the prawns. There was no puréeing, just a small snow pea for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch.

Snow Peas offers a perfect esoteric experience for a relaxed old restauranteur. Snow Peas lived up to everything our waiter, James, our waiter, suggested our dinner be. The desserts were excellent. The souffle, a small beautiful style baguette: crisp crust, soft center, was very fresh and crisp, on one side, and had been poached in red wine, with toasted cashew nuts. The dessert was very smooth and velvety, somehow giving me the idea of a sweet and sour cooking liqueur for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch on the other. A quartered, red-skinned, new potato was lined up next to the prawns. There was no puréeing, just a small snow pea for garnish. The entree was very good. It was served with a sweet and sour cooking liqueur slightly thickened with cornstarch.
**OPEN MARKET**

**Jobs Wanted**

REASONS FOR SPECIALTY: Yes/No. If yes, please state why. We're invited to discuss. No requests for classified free to help people in the business. Deadline: 6:00 p.m., Friday, before publication.

BEGINNING WITH OUR SEPTEMBER 18 ISSUE, WE WILL NOT PUBLISH FREE CLASSIFIED ADS IF THE ADD is not tied to a specific product. Offer a free gift, product, service, or event.

**Massage**

HANNOVER COLLEGE STUDENT: 15 Complete readings. 925. 807-2431 (Cell)

EROTIC OUTLET.iage by M.W.

**APARTMENTS**

CHICAGO. 5416 N. Clybourn. Like new 1 bedroom apt. $450. Dwayne. 474-8175

**Travel**

SUPERHUNG DOMINIC HOT STUD!

**Rentals**

BRIGHT ONE BEDROOM at Day Bridge, chandelier, steam heat. Balcony, security screen. $950. Larry 928-4255

**Roommates**

OWN BEDROOM. 558-8280

**Services**

HAPPY HAILING. 415 or 201/202, 24 hour. FREE SUBSTITUTE ADVERTISER & ADVERTISER.

**Open Market**

It's easier to place your ad, take any space for each word. Please type or print clearly. We reserve the right to reject advertising which is a duplication or compliant with our policies.

**Style 1**

All ads of 15 words or less. One word, $5.00. Extensive, 50 words or less. $25.00. One color, $5.00. (20% discount for 70% or more.)

**Style 2**

CLASSIC 1940 FORD MUSTANG, rare, low miles, 289v8, $5,900. Offer, 1725 12th. 355-1234. 6:00 p.m. Must have references.

**GEMINI MOVERS**

5 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Dependable, careful. 415/525-3733.

**COMPLETE ANITJURIS SERVICE**

Commercial & Residential

510/525-19641/28-5065

San Francisco, CA

**MOVING ON, WITH RON**

SAN FRANCISCO TRANSPORTING CO.

285-9846

**MEET THAT SPECIAL GUY!**

Relationship/Gay/LGBTQ DISC DISC.

**Mojave**

LOVELY 2 BEDROOM

750dıklarını

**Services**

HAPPY HAILING. 415 or 201/202, 24 hour. FREE SUBSTITUTE ADVERTISER & ADVERTISER.
An $18 Million Giveaway?

Here's your chance to own a share of Lake Tahoe and beat inflation in your annual vacation plans—forever!

The Edgelake Beach Club offers the advantages of timeshare interval ownership to the gay community.

For half the average cost of a new automobile, you will be able to vacation for a week in California's finest winter ski areas—minutes from Squaw Valley and Incline Village. Or, if you prefer, a summer week of boating, swimming and fishing on California's freshest freshwater lake. Each year you can choose which vacation you prefer.

And you'll never have to worry about skyrocketing prices.

As an owner, you'll be able to sell, rent or trade your unit. And with strict controls on future timeshare conversions and new development along Lake Tahoe's shores, ownership in the Edgelake Beach Club will become even more desirable in the future.

Each unit is fully furnished with a woodburning fireplace, with access to a heated swimming pool, fully-equipped gym, sauna and spa, and boating dock. The Edgelake Beach Club is minutes from the Nevada border and glittering casino nightlife.

Tell me more about The Edgelake Beach Club!

For more information or to arrange a visit to the DOUGLAS BEACH, call your local travel agent or write for our free brochure.

909 MAIN STREET, DOUGLAS, NE 68350

Reservations are available for introductory accommodations.

Contact 307-544-1374 for details.

SUPERVISEER HARRY BRITT
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